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Transforming 
industries

Connecting virtually everything
at the wireless edge

Redefined     
computing

Desktop to
smartphones

Digitized mobile 
communications

Analog
to digital

Leading mobile innovation for over 30 years

Transforming how the world connects, computes and communicates



Edge cloud On-device

On-device AI, processing, sensing, 
vision,… augmented by edge cloud

New experiences

Distributed autonomy

Processing over 5G

Customized/local value

Privacy/security

Private/public networks

Immediacy

Personalization

Reliability

Efficiency

Process data closest to the source to 
scale for massive amount of data and 

connected things

The intelligent
wireless edge



1. Such as distributed/virtualized core, distributed packet gateway functionality for low latency, mobile edge compute, related to MEC Multi Access Edge Computing as defined by ETSI

Privacy/security

Reliability

Immediacy

Efficiency

Personalization 

In the past:
Cloud-centric AI 

AI training and AI inference 
in the central cloud

On-device inference converts input 
data to higher value, passed on to 

cloud for aggregated value

Future: Fully-distributed AI with lifelong on-device learning

To scale, process massive amount 
of data close to source—on the device

Today:
Partially-distributed AI

Power efficient
On-device AI interface
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Consistent AI R&D 
investment is the foundation 
for product leadership

Over a decade of cutting-edge AI R&D

Qualcomm®

Vision
Intelligence

Platform

Qualcomm®

Neural 
Processing
SDK

1st Gen Qualcomm® AI Engine 
(Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 820 

Mobile Platform)

2nd Gen AI Engine
(Snapdragon 835)

3rd Gen AI Engine
(Snapdragon 845)

Snapdragon 
660

Snapdragon 
630

Brain Corp

raises $114M

Announced 

Facebook 

Caffe2 support

Collaboration

with Google on 

TensorFlow

MWC demo 

showcasing photo 

sorting and hand 

writing recognition

Acquired

EuVision

Opened 

Qualcomm 

Research 

Netherlands

Research face 

detection with deep 

learning

Completed Brain 

Corp joint research

Research artificial 

neural processing 

architectures

Investment and

collaboration with 

Brain Corp

Research in 

spiking neural 

networks

Qualcomm Research 

initiates first AI project

2007

Deep-learning

based AlexNet wins 

ImageNet competition

Qualcomm  

Technologies 

ships ONNX 

supported

by Microsoft, 

Facebook, 

Amazon

201820162014 20152009 2013 2017 2019

Acquired 

Scyfer

Opened joint

research lab

with University

of Amsterdam

Qualcomm 

Technologies 

researchers

win best paper

at ICLR

4th Gen AI 
Engine
(Snapdragon 
855)

Qualcomm® Artificial 

Intelligence Research 

initiated

Snapdragon 
710

3rd Gen 
Snapdragon 
Automotive 
Cockpit

Qualcomm®

Cloud AI 100

Qualcomm® QCS400
(First audio SoC)

Snapdragon®

665, 730, 
730G

Mobile AI 

Enablement 

Center in 

Taiwan to open

Qualcomm Artificial Intelligence Research is an initiative of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.  Qualcomm Snapdragon, Qualcomm Neural Processing SDK, Qualcomm Vision Intelligence Platform, Qualcomm AI Engine, Qualcomm Cloud A, and Qualcomm QCS400I are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
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Automotive

IoT/IIoT

Mobile

Cloud

Power efficiency Efficient learningPersonalization

Action
Reinforcement learning 

for decision making

Perception
Object detection, speech 

recognition, contextual fusion

Reasoning
Scene understanding, language 

understanding, behavior prediction

Advancing AI 
research to make 

efficient AI ubiquitous

A platform to scale AI 

across the industry

Edge cloud

Model design, 

compression, quantization, 

algorithms, efficient 

hardware, software tool

Continuous learning, 

contextual, always-on, 

privacy-preserved, 

distributed learning

Robust learning 

through minimal data, 

unsupervised learning, 

on-device learning
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Fundamental 

research

Applied 

research

G-CNN

Bayesian
combinatorial
optimization

Neural
network

compression

Neural
network

quantization

Deep
generative

models

Deep
transfer
learning

Graph and
kernel

optimization

Machine
learning

training tools

Source
compression

CV DL for 
new sensors

Voice UICompute 
in memory

Hybrid
reinforcement

learning

Video
recognition
& prediction

Deep
learning for

graphics

Power
management

Bayesian
distributed
learning

Hardware-
aware

deep learning
Fingerprint

Leading research and development across the entire spectrum of AI
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Trained neural network model  

Inference
output

New
input data

Hardware 
awareness

AI Acceleration
(scalar, vector, tensor)

Acceleration research 
Such as compute-in-memory

Advancing AI research to increase power efficiency 

QuantizationCompression Compilation
Learning to reduce bit-precision 
while keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to prune model while 
keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to compile AI models for 
efficient hardware execution

Applying AI to optimize AI model through automated techniques 
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Compression with 
less than 1% loss 
in accuracy13x

Perf. per watt 
improvement from 
savings in memory 
and compute2

>4x
Performance 
improvement over 
TensorFlow Lite34x

Trained neural network model  

New
input data

Recent 
examples

Advancing AI research to increase power efficiency 
1: With both Bayesian compression and spatial SVD with ResNet18 as baseline.  2: For a quantized INT8 model vs a FP32 model that is not quantized. 3: On average improvement of tested AI models. 

QuantizationCompression Compilation
Learning to reduce bit-precision 
while keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to prune model while 
keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to compile AI models for 
efficient hardware execution

Applying AI to optimize AI model through automated techniques 

Inference
output
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Compression

Trained neural network model  

Inference
output

New
input data

Automated removal of 

insignificant/redundant elements 

while maintaining accuracy

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Baseline Spatial singular 
value 

decomposition 
(SVD)

Bayesian 
compression

Bayesian 
compression + 

Spatial SVD

Example techniques 

Tensor decomposition

Decomposing a single layer into 
two or more efficient layers

Spatial SVD

Channel pruning

Removing channels from 
the network (esp. for CNNs) 

L2 filter magnitude and 
Bayesian techniques

Research to compress AI model architectures
1 Comparison between ResNet18 baseline and compression with both Bayesian compression and spatial SVD. 

Compression with 
less than 1% 
loss in accuracy13x
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Models trained at 
high precision 

Inference at 
lower precision

Promising results show 
that 8-bit AI models 
can become ubiquitous

Virtually same accuracy for
FP32 and quantized INT8

01010101 01010101 01010101 01010101

32-bit Floating point 

3452.3194

8-bit Integer

3452

01010101

Research to efficiently quantize AI models

Quantization

1: Compared to a FP32 model that is not quantized

Increase in performance 
per watt from savings in 
memory and compute14x

Automated reduction in 

precision of weights and activations 

while maintaining accuracy

>

Trained neural network model  

Inference
output

New
input data
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Compiler research for efficient hardware usage

AI acceleration
(scalar, vector, tensor)

Execute compiled code
On target hardware

Feedback: 
execution time

Compilation
Reinforcement learning for automated HW compilation —

as there are billions of potential configurations

AI optimization agent
Update model based on feedback

1 On average improvement of tested AI models. 2 Schedule kernels and graphs, tile size, reorder, unroll, parallelize, vectorize,…

Speed-up improvement over 
TensorFlow Lite1

4x
Schedule 
compilation2

Trained neural network model  

Inference
output

New
input data
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ComputeCompute

A paradigm shift can bring orders of 

magnitude increase in power efficiency

AI hardware acceleration research 

Traditional architecture
• Data shuffled back and forth between separate 

compute and memory

• Good for general purpose operations

Example research: Compute-in-memory

• Computations, like add and multiply, are done in 
memory and need low-bit width (quantization) models

• Good for simple math operations and when memory 
becomes bottleneck—typical for AI 

• Research in analog compute, new memory design,…

CIM

MemoryMemory

10-

100X

Power efficiency 
improvement for 
1-bit ops1

1 Compared to traditional Von Neumann architectures today

Trained neural network model  

Inference
output

New
input data
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Advancing AI research for efficient learning

From applying today’s state of the art models to advancing new frontiers like Gauge Equivariant CNN’s

Fundamental 
research on 

efficient models

Efficient on-
device learning 

with privacy 

Robust learning 
through minimal 

training data

Efficient use of 
existing models 
through transfer 

learning

Unsupervised 
learning and 

generative models

Training neural network model  

Input:
Labeled data,

unlabeled, 
Generative 
adversarial,

etc. 

Target: 
e.g. minimize loss 

compared
to desired 

output
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Research in efficient transfer learning

OutputPixels

Schnoodle?

Golden retriever?

Edges

Parts Objects

Weight parameter

Activation node

Output

Himalayan?

Ragamuffin?

Learn weightsRetrain with 
new data Keep weights

Edges

Parts Objects

Transfer model to domain 
with limited training data

Use parameters from existing model 
to accelerate learning

Possibly add/remove neural layers for 
the new task, or just retrain last layers

Utilize state-of-the-art AI 
model for specific domain 
trained with a lot of data
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Transfer learning — always-on voice activation at high accuracy
1: Our deep learning model compared to models without deep learning

Train automated speech 
recognition network

Recognize tens of thousands words with 
good accuracy (>95%)

Training data: Several thousands of hours 
speech from thousands of people

Transfer to always-on 
keyword detection network

Recognize one phrase with extremely high accuracy 
(> 99%) for compact model

Training data: 1 hour of keyword utterances

99%

Accuracy for keyword 
detection

3x improvement 
in false rejection rate in 

real world conditions1

Low power 
for always-on thanks 

to efficient AI model
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Deep generative
model research for 

unsupervised 
learning

Given unlabeled training data, 
generate new samples from the 

same distribution 

Variational auto 
encoder (VAE)*

Invertible

Auto-regressive

Generative adversarial 
network (GAN)

Generative 
models

Extract features by 
learning a low-dimension 
feature representation

Sampling to generate, 
restore, predict or 
compress data

Powerful 
capabilities

Broad 
applications

* VAE first introduced by D. Kingma and M. Welling in 2013

Computational photography

Text to speech

Graphics rendering

Speech/video compression

Voice UI
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Deep generative
model research for 

unsupervised 
learning

Given unlabeled training data, 
generate new samples from the 

same distribution 

Variational auto 
encoder (VAE)*

Invertible

Auto-regressive

Generative adversarial 
network (GAN)

Generative 
models

Extract features by 
learning a low-dimension 
feature representation

Sampling to generate, 
restore, predict or 
compress data

Powerful 
capabilities

Broad 
applications

* VAE first introduced by D. Kingma and M. Welling in 2013

Computational photography

Text to speech

Graphics rendering

Speech/video compression

Voice UI

Encoder part  

Decoder part

Input
unlabeled data,

such as 
images  

Desired 
output:

as close as
possible 
to input

Example use case: 

encoder/decoder

Extract features by 
learning a low-dimension

feature representation

Sampling to generate, 
restore, predict or 
compress data
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encoder decoder

Input speech Output speechCompressed speech

Bit-rate compression at same 
speech quality using AI1

Achieving state-of-the-art data compression with AI

2.6X

1 Comparison between state-of-the-art traditional speech coding algorithm and AI speech compression
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Can we apply foundational 
mathematics of physics, like quantum 

field theory, to deep learning?
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G-CNN
Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1WRwq4tLlg&feature=youtu.be
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Advancing fundamental AI research, such as generalized CNNs

Applying
foundational
mathematics
of physics

Translation 
works

Rotation 
doesn’t work

(Generalized CNNs (G-CNN): Gauge equivariant CNN,  Group, and Steerable CNN 

pioneered by Qualcomm AI Research do not need to be retrained)

(Convolutional neural networks would need to be retrained with 

new rotated images to determine new set of parameters—like filter weights)

Today’s deep learning

Traditional CNNs
Produce state-of-the art results but… 

do not generalize input like rotations

No matter how you rotate or move the object,

the generalized model will still identify the object

Tomorrow’s deep learning

Gauge Equivariant CNNs

Rotated objects and 

images applicable to 

drones, robots, cars, 

fisheye-lens cameras. 

VR, AR,..

Like quantum field theory,
to deep learning
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Unifying framework
Gauge equivariant CNN unify special cases like 

Group CNNs and Steerable CNNs, all pioneered 

by Qualcomm AI Research

Robust performance, faster training, and fewer 

training examples required

Broad societal benefits
Use cases like drones, robots, cars, XR, fisheye 

lenses, 3D gaming, …

But also areas like state-of-the-art accuracy on 

climate pattern segmentation

Pioneering deep learning research in generalized CNNs

Equivariance
No matter how you rotate or move the 

object, it will still be identified

G-CNN can generalize models for different 

symmetries — traditional CNNs must 

be retrained

Generalized geometry
Traditional CNNs work well on narrow field-of-view 

cameras, but fail on e.g. fish-eye cameras

G-CNN can analyze image data on any curved 

space, from flat to spherical 
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Advancing AI research to make 
power efficient AI ubiquitous—
from device to cloud

Conducting leading research 
and development across 
the entire spectrum of AI

Creating an AI platform
fundamental to scaling 
AI across the industry
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Connect with Us

Questions?
@qualcomm_tech

http://www.slideshare.net/qualcommwirelessevolution

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8A

D95E4F585237C1&feature=plcp

www.qualcomm.com/ai

BLOG

www.qualcomm.com/news/onq

https://www.twitter.com/qualcomm_tech
http://www.slideshare.net/qualcommwirelessevolution
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8AD95E4F585237C1&feature=plcp
https://www.qualcomm.com/ai
http://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq


Follow us on:

For more information, visit us at:

www.qualcomm.com & www.qualcomm.com/blog

Thank you!
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